Incentives Support U.S. Biodiesel
Today’s Fuel for Tomorrow
Since the $1

per gallon tax incentive began in 2005, the

biodiesel industry has grown from 100 million to nearly 3 billion gallons. It
provides energy security, reduces harmful emissions, diversiﬁes the energy
market, lowers costs for hardworking Americans, and keeps food waste —
which it can be made from — out of our landﬁlls. But there’s a ﬂaw that has
allowed an increasing number of jobs and U.S. dollars to move out of the
country and support foreign biodiesel production.
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The incentive has lapsed ﬁve times since 2010 and a
ﬂaw has allowed foreign-produced fuel to take over
$1 billion U.S. tax dollars off-shore while limiting U.S.
production to about 65% capacity. Congress needs to
reinstate, reform, and extend the incentive long term,
focused on U.S.-produced biodiesel. This will create
more American jobs and more American made fuel.
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Unleash Our Full Biodiesel
Capacity

U.S. biodiesel production capacity is only
operating at 2/3 capacity because of imports.
Already subsidized or foreign governmentowned, these imports
have not only taken away
more than $1 billion U.S.
tax dollars; they’ve cost
our nation thousands
of U.S. jobs and lost
economic opportunity
for rural America.

Meeting U.S. Demand* with More
American-Made Biodiesel Will Add:

Global Demand for Distillate Fuel
is Soaring5
No. 2 Distillate
is a heavier petroleum distillate
commonly used in railroad locomotives,
trucks, automobiles, and domestic and
commercial/industrial fuel oil.

No. 1 Distillate
is a light petroleum distillate
commonly used in city buses
and light-duty vehicles.

34,000 U.S. jobs
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*Based on projected U.S. biodiesel need for 3 billion gallons in 2021
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We Need to Reinstate and Reform a Long-Term Biodiesel Tax Incentive for
American-Produced Fuel Only

ü

Brings back lost jobs
and increases
job growth

ü

Provides $1.4 billion
in savings over
four years6

ü

Enhances

American energy
security

ü

Cleaner air with
57–86% less
greenhouse gas emissions
than petroleum diesel

With the global distillate fuel market expected to grow from 343 billion gallons in 2016 to over 545 billion gallons

by 2030, U.S. biodiesel manufacturers will increase capacity to produce more biodiesel, creating more U.S. jobs and
manufacturing growth to meet this demand.7
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American Renewable Fuel and Job Creation Act
Level the playing ﬁeld with imported fuel
and grow American jobs

